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1. The two authors, whose publishers were selling their books outside the conference,
drew a crowd of at least 50 people, completely filling the small room. Journalists
from several US and international media organizations were present, including
Turkish TV, the BBC, ABC and CBS. Mr. Gunaratna was introduced as an advisor to
the UN on terrorism, among other things. The research for his book included many
interviews with Al Qaeda members — as well as extensive reporting on al Qaeda's
relations with terrorist groups in southeast and southern Asia and Latin America. Mr.
Bergen, formerly with CNN and ABC in Afghanistan, is now a fellow at New
America. Most of the questions were directed to Mr. Gunaratna, whose knowledge of
terrorist activities, geographical links and sociology/culture seemed detailed and
extensive.

2. Gunaratna argued that the US anti-terrorism campaign is too military in its focus.
Ending al Qaeda terrorism will require much more high-quality human intelligence
and, most importantly, a new political and ideological approach. Without that, Al
Qaeda will continue to get new recruits from disaffected Moslem groups. Bergen
argued that "the long-term prognosis" for the war against terrorism is good as long as
al Queda is unable to replace the training camps it had in Afghanistan. Both speakers
felt bin Laden's cells will probably be able to carry out more terrorist attacks in the
near future, though probably not of the magnitude of 911 unless the planning was
already well along before last Fall.

3. Gunaratna came to his conclusion by outlining the origins of Al Qaeda and its
international reach. When Al Queda (AQ) grew out of the anti-Soviet campaign in
Afghanistan in 1988, it inherited more than a significant number of training camps
and qualified guerrillas. They also inherited a "mindset" - that if they had defeated
the largest land force in the world (USSR), "they could defeat anyone." The idea of
"universal jihad" grew out of this. AQ is the first multinational terrorist organization
of modern times. Others — Hamas, Hezbollah, groups in Pakistan, Egypt, etc — were
local in membership, targets and goals. AQ members come from 79 countries. For
this and other reasons, AQ had to "learn as it went;" there were no "best practices" to
follow. Its campaign — to replace secular governments in the Middle East with
Islamic states — started with small attacks near symbolic targets in Moslem countries.
This led to the arrest of many AQ members and their families. So AQ shifted to far-
away targets connected to the main backer of the Middle East oil states: the US. AQ
has co-opted and absorbed local Islamic terrorist groups into its network through
funding, political maneuvering and persuasive ideological propaganda. Its reach now
extends as far as the Philippines. AQ's military arm ( about 3000 men) is still mostly
Arab, but many Chechens and Kazahks fought with it in AfRhanistan. With the
training camps in Afghanistan gone, AQ's military arm has beeiif
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be hard to disrupt the small cells of already-trained operatives ~ and the non-military
support cells — around the world without high-quality human intelligence. A political
and ideological campaign will be needed to undercut AQ's success in recruiting
disaffected young Muslims who are now won over to AQ with its persuasive tapes
and videos. Those tapes/videos have three themes: God can love even lapsed
Muslims; Muslims are suffering (in Bosnia, Algeria, Palestine, etc.); and it is the duty
of Muslims to wage jihad. AQ's leadership may be from the well-educated elite, but
the "foot soldiers" are mainly marginalized by society — which makes these themes
persuasive.

4. Bergen said AQ was so effective, in part, because bin Laden's business background
led him create a highly rational organization plan. With AQ's well-educated
leadership all on the run or dead, it will be hard for them to mount big operations,
unless something was "in the pipeline" before 911. (Gunaratna said most AQ attacks
took 2-3 years of planning and logistical preparation). AQ "franchises" (groups in
Pakistan and perhaps elsewhere that have merged with AQ) may still be planning
intermediate size attacks and have been responsible for a number of smaller
operations since 911 (including the recent bombing of the US embassy in Karachi).
In the long-run, AQ will need more camps to train recruits. With Afghanistan out of
their hands, finding a place for camps will now be difficult. The big "wild cards" in
the anti-AQ/terror campaign, he said, will be the Palestinian situation and Kashmir.
AQ lost popularity in the Middle East after 911, but regained ground after Israeli
troops re-entered the Occupied territories. He said he thought 911 was the "last
gasp" of Middle East terrorists, not the beginning. Their jihad is "going against the
tide of history." One way AQ has avoided more disaffection with their tactics is by
waging war against the US government, not Americans (whom Middle Easterners do
not hate) - by attacking government or symbolic buildings (WTC) rather than video
stores.

5. When asked why the CIA failed to anticipate and avoid 911, Gunaratna said the
problem not only was that US intelligence lacked knowledge of time and place for
attacks. He said the US government also did not want the bad publicity from any
failed military action such as Clinton's after the Al Qaeda attacks on US embassies
in Africa.

6. Someone challenged the speakers' assertions that the new public and security alerts
will make large AQ attacks unlikely -911 involved very simple technology: the
internet and box cutters. Gunaratna answered that the 911 plan was simple, but
involved very complex preparation and logistics: carefully choosing, indoctrinating
(to accept the idea of suicide jihad) and training 19 hijackers. They needed "forward
bases" in several parts of the world (including Hamburg and the US). They had to
work out the details for entry to the US, money transfers, etc. The psychological
indoctrination, he said, is most important. "The execution of the plan was simple, but
the preparation very difficult."



7. In answer to a question from CSIS about the number of AQ members in the US,
Gunaratna said it was hard to estimate but a number of cells had already been
disrupted. He noted that AQ had two types of cells: operations and support. Most in
the US were support cells because they are harder to track down. Support cells handle
property, recruitment, ID papers (drivers licenses, visas) and reconnaissance.
Operational cells do the final planning and mount operations.

8. In response to a question from ABC news about how he managed to get AQ
members to talk to him, Gunaratna said he interviewed AQ members who were in
prison in various countries.

9. Asked whether AQ could find another safe haven/training ground in a strife-torn or
lawless place — Kashmir, Chechnya, Yemen, Russia — Gunaratna said AQ claimed
Chechnya and Kashmir were "liberated theatres" but it would be hard to set up shop
anywhere in the same way it did in Afghanistan.

10. CBS asked whether AQ had a network in US prisons. Gunaratna said no.
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